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The IRIS program aims to design and launch two CubeSats: 
IRIS-A and IRIS-B. 
Mission objective:
IRIS-A → Internet of Things (IoT) demonstration
LoRa implementation
Doppler frequency estimation/compensation 
IRIS-B→ In-orbit intelligent remote sensing
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The system can do specific operation by itself. 
The software is able to migrate to 
different platform with least effort.
The functionality can be easily added, modified or 
removed without affecting core of architecture.
The system should detect fault 





• Hardware: ISIS-iOBC (ARM-9, 32bit processor)
• Operating system: FreeRTOS
• Solution of the requirements:
01 Introduction
02 Overview of IRIS
03 Flight Software Requirement
04 Software Implementation











• Low-level test 
> Test the basic function of the system
> Based on debugging console
• FlatSat platform
> Test interface communication 
> Subsystem integration 
• End –to –end communication
> Test communication with ground station 
• Software test bed
> Use Arduino to simulate subsystem anomalies







> Real mode operation verification
• Software architecture tracking
• Code generation

































































Flight software (FSW) is essential in the operation of a satellite program. It is important to verify the functionality and performance of the FSW 
on ground before being deployed in space. We discusses the implementation and verification of the FSW of the Intelligent Remote-Sensing and 
Internet Satellite (IRIS) CubeSats. 
